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Little academic work exists on managing reference model development and measuring reference model
quality, yet there is a clear need for higher quality reference models. We address this gap by developing a
quality management and measurement instrument. The foundation for the instrument is the well-known
Quality Function Deployment (QFD) approach. The QFD-based approach incorporates prior research on
reference model requirements and development approaches. Initial evaluation of the instrument is carried
out with a case study of a logistic reference process. The case study reveals that the instrument is a valuable
tool for the management and estimation of reference model quality.
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1. Introduction

Today's hyper-competitive and increasingly regulated markets see
organizations place significant focus, and thus resources, on managing
and improving their business processes [42]. Such improvements and
innovations are considered to be an important factor in creating
organizational wealth [49]. Indeed, recent Gartner studies show that
CIOs now consider Business Process Management (BPM) to be the top
priority in the coming years [41–43]. The high prioritization of process
management in the recent years is also due to today's regulatory climate,
which is forcing organizations to document processes and ensure their
compliance. Many recent regulations (e.g. Anti Money Laundering Act
[4]), however, are principle-based, as opposed to being prescriptive in
nature, and require significant interpretation on account of the regulatee
[36]. Anecdotal evidence from the Australian finance sector suggests
that organizations are seeking reference models (RM) to help ease their
compliance management pain and reduce the significant spending
brought on by compliance requirements.

RM are blueprints of recommended practice and, thus, are sources
of reusable and efficient business processes on which organizations
can model their own [58]. Their main purpose is to streamline the
design of enterprise models and enable organizations to apply ‘best
practice’ knowledge. The use of high quality RM can result in cost and
risk reductions, as well as an improvement of the organization's
business processes [58]. It is estimated that the use of RM in projects
can reduce the project duration and required financial resources by
30% [60]. Clearly, while there is much potential for savings with the
use of RM, using a low quality RM can be damaging to the

performance of the organization and to the quality of its decision
making. Business processes, and therefore also RM, contain decision
making components, such as policies or business rules for example
[54], hence a high quality specification of the RM is important to
ensure compliance with various requirements. In other words, an
organization should ensure that the considered RM is complete,
accurate, and easily configurable (i.e. flexible) for their purpose. To
date, however, little work has been carried out that might provide
guidance for the selection of high quality RM, let alone guidance for
the development process that leads to high quality RM [45]. Only a few
studies have focused on the quality of RM, despite reference modeling
being an established field in Information Systems research. This
situation is despite the fact that prior research has explicitly identified
the need to close this gap [70]. For example, according to Fettke and
Loos [20], the selection of models is increasingly complicated while
being ‘a crucial task for the project’. Frank [24] concludes that “… the
evaluation of reference models is a challenging, yet important task”.
Accordingly, the organizations that develop RM (e.g. standardization
or regulation bodies), and also those that are potential RM users,
would value an instrument that aims to increase the quality of RM,
through guiding its development, and also provides an easy measure
of model quality that can be used in communication between the RM
provider and RM user organizations. Indeed, the research presented in
this paper was incepted by a request from a German standardization
body that required such an instrument despite already having a
quality control process in place. The organization was interested in
obtaining an RM quality management and measurement instrument
that would incorporate a best practice RM development process while
also taking into consideration RM user requirements.

In response to the clear gap in RM quality research, and in response
to the request of the aforementioned standardization organization, we
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present an interrelationship matrix-based artifact for increasing and
measuring the quality of RM. The measurement evaluates the steps
that are taken to develop an RM with respect to a set of required model
characteristics and also considers the ‘voice of the customer’. We adapt
the first phase of the Quality Function Deployment (QFD) approach
(also referred to as ‘narrow QFD’) for this purpose and derive an artifact
that not only helps organizations develop high quality RM but also
measures the achieved quality level. QFD, which originates from Japan,
is an approach aimed at satisfying the users through the provision of
high quality products that fit the users' requirements. The approach
involves collecting user demands and converting them into design
targets and major quality assurance points to be used throughout the
development phases [3]. We see a QFD-based approach as most
suitable here due to QFD's user-centric nature that captures the
mapping of user requirements into product design [26].

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses related work—

its main contribution is the extensive literature analysis and synthesis
of academic literature related to RM quality and RM development,
much of which is published in various German publication outlets
and, hence, not easy accessible by international researchers. Research
methodology is presented in Section 3. Section 4 describes the proposed
instrument and Section 5 presents its application in a case study. Section
6 discusses findings related to the development process and RM charac-
teristics. Last, Section 7 summarizes contributions, limitations and out-
lines future research.

2. Reference model development and characteristics

The general aspect of model re-use dates back to the 1930s [70] but
was revitalized in the early 90s by Scheer [59–61], Österle et al. [50–
52], and Hammel [28] for the process modeling domain. At the time,
as Business Process Reengineering (BPR) was gaining popularity,
organizations began to realize the cost advantages of RM on their
process redesign projects. Since then, BPR has given way to BPM, with
organizations taking an increasing interest in continually and
holistically managing and improving their processes. Today, organiza-
tions spend significant amounts of money on BPM initiatives [75].
Recent BPM market analysis indicates that improvement of processes
for productivity gains will be the main driver of the market in the
coming years [74].

The redesign of processes for the purpose of increasing productiv-
ity is one example of a potentially fruitful opportunity for the
application of RM. It is not the only opportunity however — RM have
been used for a wide variety of purposes [20]. For example, they have
been applied throughout the Enterprise Resource Planning Lifecycle
[56], used for standardization of organizational software [73],
curriculum design ([38,44]), knowledge and supply chain manage-
ment [23], and decision support (e.g. selection of ERP packages or
validating enterprise-specific models) [22]. Fettke et al.'s [23] survey
and classification of RM indeed shows a very broad application of RM
and classifies the models into specific orientation categories (viz.
business function, Information Systems function, industry).

Regardless of the field or categorization, there is no doubt that
“there is currently a remarkable renaissance in using reference
models” [34]. Despite the increased popularity, there is a lack of
understanding of the characteristics required of RM and also of their
development process. In the next two sections, we consolidate various
works on RM characteristics and development strategies in order
to present a consistent and cohesive body of knowledge in this
domain.

2.1. Process reference model development

While literature emphasizes the advantages of having access to
high quality RM, this emphasis is not balanced with much published
academic work that guides quality RM development [71]. Prior studies

have shown, however, that a defined and structured development
process contributes positively to the validity and quality of a RM [73].
In the development of a quality management and measurement
instrument for the RM domain, we were also motivated to consolidate
existing (and often only published in German) contributions towards
RM development. There is a clear need for such consolidation in this
domain [22]. This need is strengthened by the fact that RM research is
predominantly conducted in Germany [22] and sometimes also only
locally published.

A literature analysis of RM publications shows a strong German
influence (e.g. [2,24,73]) with many of the publications available only
in German language (e.g. [7,21,28,29]). Some of these publications
contain guidance for RM development and, hence, are included in our
consolidation so that their contributions can be available to the larger
research community. In the remainder of this section we present an
overview of both English and German published research on RM
development and then present the seven phase RM development
process.

RM development models have a sequential and sometimes cyclic
structure of their overall construction processes in analogy with
systems engineering [2]. The majority of the mentioned development
stages have commonalities with software development approaches.
Our aim in this section is to consolidate these works to arrive at a
synthesized model that builds on the systems development life cycle
(SDLC) ([1,15,25,40]). Orienting the RM development process on the
SDLC provides the benefit of manageable, well separated phases that
clearly define required inputs and outputs [5]. The RM development
process embraces seven phases, which emerge out of the synthesis of
prior RM development research outlined below, which are based on
prior research and practical experiences.

Schütte [63] proposes a process model for the development of
industry-specific RM. The model allows configuration and consists of
five phases that emphasize the importance of model based planning.
Building on Schütte's work [63], Schlagheck [62] considers RM
development as an iterative process that focuses not only on the
development aspect but also on the application aspect of the RM. The
RM development phases are those of problem definition, analysis of the
problem domain, construction, evaluation, and evolution [62]. Becker
et al. [7] use in their RM development process different perspectives for
considering various RM user groups. While their suggested RM
development process is similar to that proposed by [62], it consists of
an additional phase dedicated explicitly to marketing of the RM.

The process presented by Ahlemann and Gastl [2] emphasizes the
use of empirical evidence in the RM development. The development
phases are adopted from prior research (specifically, that of Schütte
[63] and Schlagheck [62]) but the work presents specific instructions
and hence, offers guidance on documentation and user involvement in
the development process.

Thomas and Scheer [71] describe the development process as a chain
of activities, which involves the planning, information search, docu-
mentation of user organizational knowledge and model construction.
Fettke and Loos [20], on the other hand, describe the development
process at the high level as a cycle that consists of problem definition,
construction, assessment, and maintenance. Even the well recognized
work of Schütte and Rotthowe [64], which introduced the Guidelines of
Modeling (GoM), only at the high level describes that the principles of
construction adequacy, language adequacy, economic efficiency, sys-
tematic design, comparability and clarity need to be observed in RM
development initiatives.

In addition to the academic contributions, there is also a number of
RM design philosophies known in practice. However, these philoso-
phies are very high level approaches that do not provide any guidance
for RM development [68] and, hence, are not incorporated in our
consolidated RM development process below.

The first phase of the RM development process is problem

definition. Relevant activities in this early stage include outlining the
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purpose of the model, selecting model characteristics (e.g. model
audience), and developing model conventions ([63,68]). We argue
that, in addition, other aspects must also be considered in this phase
before model characteristics are defined and modeling conventions
are set. For example, the scope of the RM must be agreed upon and an
understanding of the domain area must be achieved [9]. This phase
should be done in collaboration with a domain expert [63].

The second phase – requirement analysis – incorporates the main
activities of analysis of the most appropriate modeling language,
determination of existing models, and setting the level of granularity
[55]. It builds on the information gained in the problem definition
phase and usually ends with effort estimation [7].

The third phase – information gathering – incorporates mainly
identification, as well as relation and rating of information sources.
Schwegman [65] emphasizes the importance of explicitly stating the
common sources of information in process design initiatives.

Phase four deals with the need for the setting of conventions and

rules within the development project [62]. Further, the development
of glossaries is beneficial for a common terminology and under-
standing of, in particular, multi-disciplinary teams ([7,24)].

Given the required reusability of RM by a large number of
organizations, we see a strong need for the explicit incorporation of
a documentation phase as phase five. While documentation also has to
occur throughout the development process, there needs to be a stage
at which the documentation is updated and guaranteed to be
consistent with the implemented RM [63]. This stage preferably
comes before construction ensuring that RM implementation is based
on complete information [2].

The final two phases – construction and evaluation – are the actual
creation of the RM and its subsequent evaluation. The construction

phase refers to the act of creating the RM, which also includes
activities that consider existing RM [62]. During the construction
phase, a close working relationship between the developers ensures
that more of the available information is used to create the RM [7]. The
evaluation phase is the last phase in the development process [68]. It
assesses the consistency and usefulness of the RM [62] and allows
identification of improvements and changes. The evaluation should be
ongoing and continue beyond the completion of the RM development
project. It should also involve both the users and developers.

The full list of activities involved in each of the development
phases is shown in the Appendix. Each set of activities was derived
through literature analysis of prior reference modeling research.

2.2. Process reference model characteristics

Every model can be described by a set of desired characteristics
that can also be used to assess model quality. Previous research in the
domain of reference modeling has identified a number of character-
istics that are considered to be required of models. However, as
suggested by Moody [46], the number of disjoint and sometimes
inconsistent contributions on model quality is counter-productive to
an objective assessment of model quality. Accordingly, the aim of this
section is to consolidate prior research on RM characteristics, and also
practical experiences, to derive a set of desired characteristics that
indicate a model of high quality.

According to Rosemann and Schütte [57], model quality can be
measured by evaluating the model's syntactic and semantic complete-
ness and correctness, as well as its adaptability and applicability. Mišic
and Zhao [45] propose their set of quality evaluation criteria also
as syntactic and semantic, but additionally pragmatic as well. Within
these criteria, Mišic and Zhao [45] further articulate level of abstraction,
level of detail, stratification, consistency, coherence, completeness,
orientation, scope, extensibility, openness and technology dependence.
Lindland et al. [39] and Taylor and Sedera [69], identify a number of
factors, viz., clear definition of the language, consistency of use of
language, clarity of scope definition, extended documentation, and

training, which are among the highest perceived quality indicators. In
the related area of conceptual modeling, Moody and Shanks [48,47]
provide empirical validation for quality factors of conceptual models in
general: completeness, simplicity, flexibility, correctness, integration,
understandability and implementability. Frank [24] presents a multi-
perspective framework that takes into consideration an economic,
deployment, engineering, and epistemological perspective and defines
thirty-three aspects with multiple criteria.

We explicate five RM characteristics through the consolidation of
previous literature and industry experience on quality criteria of
reference and data models. We select these characteristics because
they represent a comprehensive set of criteria that incorporates the
previous research in this area. In this selection process we exclude any
characteristics from previous research that can be subordinated under
the five general characteristics. Table 1 defines the characteristics
together with their literature source. In the following, we present the
characteristics in more detail.

2.2.1. Understandability

Moody and Shanks [47] identify understandability as one of the
key requirements for high quality data models. The same requirement
holds for RM, as models that are not easily understood are not likely to
be adopted or perceived as high quality by the model users. This need
for understandability is further supported by the empirical work of
Taylor and Sedera [69]. They identify attributes in the syntactic and
pragmatic model quality dimensions that can increase the under-
standability of RM, for example providing documentation, educating
the users, and using simple and consistent language within the RM.
Moreover, GoM [64] name clarity, which impacts understandability, as
one of the additional principles required for modeling, hence also
applicable to RM.

2.2.2. Generality

A certain level of abstraction is required for RM to be useful since
RM must have the potential to create more specific models and
facilitate re-use [29]. When a RM is specified in too much detail, there
is a risk that the model will not be seen as semantically correct or
relevant to potential users [65]. In other words, users must be able to
identify their organizational situation in the RM to consider adopting
the model — this is more difficult when the model is over-specified.
Generality, however, is only possible for a certain scope and no model
is applicable to all situations. Within that scope, the RM is made for
a broad user group and is valid for a large number of cases. Hence,

Table 1

Reference model characteristics defined in prior research.

Reference model
characteristics

Meaning and definition Relevant studies

Generality Degree to which the reference
model performs a broad range of
functions and is usable in
different cases

Hars [29], Schlagheck [62],
Schwegman [65]

Flexibility Ease with which a reference
model adapts and
accommodates to changes of the
requirements other than for
those for which it was
specifically designed

Hars [29], Mišic and Zhao [45],
Moody and Shanks [48], Scheer
[61], Schwegman [65],
Schlagheck [62]

Completeness Degree to which all the
components of the reference
model are present under a
predefined scope

Frank [24], Hars [29], Lindland
et al. [39], Mišic and Zhao [45],
Moody and Shanks [48], Taylor
and Sedera [69]

Usability Ease with which a user or user
firm can operate, implement,
and apply the reference model

Fettke and Loos [20], Hars [29],
Scheer [61],

Understandability Degree to which the purpose,
concepts, and structure of the
reference model is clear to the
users

Frank[24], Moody and Shanks
[48], Schwegman [65], Taylor
and Sedera [69]
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overall, generality can be seen as a measure of the RM's potential use
in various use cases with similar structure and process characteristics.

2.2.3. Flexibility

One of the main benefits of having a repository of RM in an
organization is that these general models are ready to be deployed with
some configuration, as called for by different situations. This adaptation
or extension is necessary since the RM cannot contain all individual
requirements of all potential users (see Generality). Indeed, Schwegman
[65] argues that this requirement is also necessary to ensure that the
resulting RM align with GoM [64], in particular, with relevance and
semantic correctness from the user's perspective. Scheer [61] further
articulates this need for adaptability, underlining the importance of
general models being adaptable to the changing organizational needs.

2.2.4. Completeness

Completeness refers to the RM being correct and having all
required components (within a predefined scope) present. This
characteristic is one of the core user requirements [24]. When an
RM is developed, all necessary structures, processes, data, policies,
etc., should be taken into consideration to create a complete model.
The RM must still adhere with the generality requirement but it
should be correct and complete so that it is, in theory, possible to use
the model without variation in some given situation ([29,61]).

2.2.5. Usability

The required characteristic of usability refers to the need for RM to
be detailed enough and aligned with the organizational situation so
that the model can be implemented [48,47]. Models that are vague in
nature may be seen as having some value in overall guidance, but are
not useful to organizations from an implementation perspective. Thus,
RM are distinguished from meta-models, which guide organizations
at a much higher level of abstraction [29].

Although each of the characteristics focuses on a distinct facet of an
RM, they are interrelated as depicted in Fig. 1. The understanding of
the interactions between the different characteristics implies the
trade-off among them.

For example, understandability impacts usability directly, because,
if model users do not understand the RM, it is difficult, if not
impossible, for the model to be implemented. In turn, completeness
impacts understandability, because incomplete vague models are
harder to understand. Using the approach of Moody and Shanks [47],
we present below the interactions expected between the five RM
characteristics and outline the positive and negative interactions in
Table 2. It is expected that there are additional interactions but these
are dependent on the context of the RM and its potential user, and
are, hence, omitted from the interactions diagram and table. For
instance, generality can positively impact understandability because
overly specific models make it harder for an organization to see their

situation in the RM. However, overly general RM can be too high level
to result in any meaningful understanding in the potential model user.

3. Research methodology

Having motivated the need for an instrument that allows the
improvement and management of RM quality, in our study we follow,
as closely as possible, the guidelines set out within Design Science
(DS) [33]. DS is a research methodology that can be adopted when the
goal of the research is the development of an artifact. An artifact in this
context can be a system, a set of constructs, or a measurement
instrument for instance. While DS is published predominantly in the
Information Systems discipline, by its very nature, it applies to many
development domains such as Computer Science and Engineering for
instance. Indeed, DS stems from these development-focused disci-
plines and explicitly articulates the seven guidelines [33] that should
be followed to ensure the development of a complete and useful
artifact.

According to Winter and Schelp [73], Hevner et al.'s [33] definition
of constructs, models and methods as “the most important results of
DS research” extends to not just specific models but also to RM. We
agree, and further argue that any instrument for the management and
measurement of RM development and quality also falls in this
category. Accordingly, to ensure the development of a useful artifact
for the process RM domain, we follow each of the guidelines set out
in [33].

In relation to the first guideline – Design as an Artifact – the main
aim of this research is the development of a quality assessment
instrument, which falls under the artifact definition of the DS
methodology. The earlier presented sections demonstrate our adher-
ence to the second guideline viz., Problem Relevance, together with
the fact that this research was incepted as a result of an organization's
request for help in this area. Our research makes a direct contribution
to the design artifact and the design foundations (guideline four).
This contribution is evident through the adaptation of the QFD
approach to the reference modeling domain, and through the
investigation of characteristics and development phases of RM. We
employ thorough literature searches to motivate the work, identify
existing approaches and other relevant areas that can help in the
design of the artifact, hence, considering guidelines five (Research
Rigor) and six (Design as a Search Process). We endeavor to satisfy
guideline seven – Communication of Research – through presenting
this work at an academic seminar (as well as a conference and workshop
in the initial stages of the work ([19,78]).

Fig. 1. Major interactions between the reference model characteristics.

Table 2

Positive interactions Negative interactions

Flexibility → generality Flexibility → understandability

Flexibility can increase the potential set
of users for whom the model is relevant,
through the provision of a variety
of configurable options

Providing too many options for variation
impacts the ease with which a model is
readily understood

Flexibility → usability Generality → usability

Model flexibility, as in configurable
reference models, allows for quicker
implementation options

General models tend to lack specificity
that allows quick implementation

Completeness → understandability

A complete model requires less expertise
and analysisfor it to be understood
Completeness → usability

A complete models can be implemented
faster since missing elements do not need
to be considered
Understandability → usability

An understanding of an RM facilitates its
implementation

Major interactions between the reference model characteristics.
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We also initiate steps for guideline three — Design Evaluation.

Evaluation of reference model related work is generally a very time
consuming and resource intensive task [24]. While an extensive
evaluation based on multiple case studies remains a next step in this
research, as a means towards this goal, we present an initial case study
that details the evaluation of the developed artifact with the
organization that requested its development. We choose to adopt
the method of an exploratory case study, because it allows the
examination of phenomena in their natural settings [8]. The case
study research strategy focuses on the understanding and capturing of
the dynamic of the practitioner's knowledge within a single setting
([8,18]), and typically applies a combination of data collection
methods such as interviews, questionnaires, observations, and
company documents [18]. While we only conduct one case study at
the present point in time, Yin [77] suggests that a single case study is
appropriate if the case is unique. We argue that, while RM are not
unique, the adaptation of the QFD approach for this purpose is unique
and that evaluation of such an artifact is further impacted by long-
running RM development projects and intellectual property con-
siderations. Furthermore, Yin suggests that a single-case study used
for exploratory work can be followed by multiple case studies [77],
and we encourage other researchers to use the artifact in other RM
development projects to build on our initial evaluation.

4. Reference model quality measurement

Prior research considers the quality of a process model in general
and emphasizes quality as one of the core success factors of process
modeling [6]. However, only little work on the improvement and
assessment of RM quality appears in the literature. Among the few,
Rosemann and Schütte [57], as well as Mišic and Zhao [45], investigate
approaches for assessing the quality of RM. These contributions,
however, are high level approaches that do not provide a means to
objectively assess model quality, let alone compare the quality of
different models. Mišic and Zhao [45] base their evaluation on a
linguistic framework that evaluates the syntax, semantics, and
pragmatics of the RM. In its present conceptualization, the framework
is still missing the definition of quality attributes for the three
assessment criteria. Taylor and Sedera [69] and Taylor [68] address
this gap by defining attributes pertaining to RM quality specifically.
While the compilation is detailed, it lacks theoretical foundation
and leaves the application of the framework and the assessment
of RM quality for future research. Similar research has been carried
out in the broader area of conceptual modeling [46–48], where a
six factor framework was developed. We borrow heavily from this
framework (see Section 2.2) since RMs are unarguably conceptual
models [22]. However, not all conceptual models are reference
models [21], hence, we deviate from the framework where deemed
necessary.

4.1. Quality function deployment

QFD, which originated in Japan in 1972 at the Kobe shipyard of
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, is a customer-oriented approach that
facilitates the translation of customer requirements into technical
engineering characteristics [67]. It is often used by manufacturing
organizations to assist in obtaining a balance between customer
requirements and the organizations' actual ability to fulfill the
requirements [26]. In such applications, QFD guides the design and
development teams through each stage of the product development
process and, in doing so, assures that products closely match customer
demand [26]. Thus, QFD can also serve as a decision-making
methodology that helps to master the difficult and complex decisions
during the process of, for example, resource allocation [9]. Moreover,
QFD, when applied successfully, can lead to a significant reduction in
system development costs [76].

The QFD approach involves developing one or more matrices, the
first (and most important) of which is referred to as “The House of
Quality” (HoQ) [31], as illustrated in Fig. 2.

HoQ provides a conceptual map that enables the improvement of
planning and control of the product development process ([26,30]).
To achieve this goal, HoQ incorporates six parts ([16,35]); viz., (1)
customers requirements and assessment (horizontal dimension), (2)
engineering requirements (vertical dimension), (3) the center of the
house assessing the impact of the engineering requirements on the
customer requirements, (4) the technical correlations (roof), (5)
customer perceptions, and (6) objectives and targets. The HoQ can be
expanded beyond these components or some components can be
eliminated depending on the time available for the assessment and
the focus of the analysis [16]. In our work, we utilize parts of the HoQ
due to its fundamental and strategic importance in the QFD system
[11]. We do not employ the full HoQ, rather, we select and adapt
certain elements that are relevant to our study, viz., customer
requirements and assessment, engineering requirements, impact of
engineering requirements on customer requirements, customer
perceptions, and objectives and targets. In the following, we present
the six steps taken to create the QFD-based measurement approach.

4.1.1. Step 1

Identify and translate the ‘voice of the customer’ into a set of
product requirements, which are then populated into the left hand
side of the HoQ matrix. The customer here is defined as any entity
likely to be a consumer of the product. The careful analysis of the
requirements spans various sources, such as, for example, surveying,
interviewing and profiling potential customers [26]. These require-
ments are usually short statements about customer needs and
expectations [27] — we refer to them as customer requirements CR(i).

4.1.2. Step 2

Derive product engineering requirements that address customer
product requirements. These engineering requirements are technical
and measurable statements of the product [26], which are populated
into the top row of the HoQ. The traditional application of QFD
assumes the engineering requirements to be a set of attributes that
express final product characteristics [67] (e.g. ‘color screen’, ‘climate
control’, etc.). In other words, they represent solutions to how to
implement the ‘voice of the customer’, which are independent of the
customer requirements and more stable over time [32]. We refer to
them as engineering requirements ER(j).

4.1.3. Step 3

Collect information about the customers' perception of the
importance of each of the product requirements (ICR). This step is
akin to asking: “How important is this product requirement to you?“
[13]. The importance is rated using a 5-point scale from 1 (not very
important) to 5 (very important). The information regarding the
importance of each identified product requirement enables the
developing organization to find a well-informed trade-off between
different requirements [30]. The importance ratings also enable
prioritization of the various requirements [53].

4.1.4. Step 4

Complete the correlation matrix (REM) by indicating the extent to
which each engineering requirement addresses each individual
product requirement [30]. This judgment is generally made by the
organization in charge of the product development process. Custo-
marily different sets of numbers can be used to represent the
relationships between the customer requirements and engineering
requirements in the HoQ [13]. In cases where visual representation is
preferred, symbols, such as triangles, or circles, can be used. When
QFD is applied as a mathematical means, the most commonly used
numbers are {0, 1, 3, 9}, however, the use of other number sets is also
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possible [53]. The {0,1, 3, 9} set is preferred, however, as it is seen most
suitable due to its higher weighting for strong relationships that are
much more important in the development process [11]. These
numerical values are indicative of different levels of influence: 9 =
strong relationship, 3 = medium/moderate relationship, 1 = weak/
possible relationship and 0 = no relationship [11]. They illustrate the
level of correlation between the customer requirements CR(i) and the
engineering requirements ER(j) [32]. Whichever set of numbers is
chosen, the distribution of the numbers within that set ensures a clear
distinction between a weak and a strong correlation.

4.1.5. Step 5

Calculate the absolute (Iabs) and relative (Irel) importance of each
engineering requirement on the entire set of customer product
requirements. This step identifies the influence of each engineering
requirement on the product requirements, thereby populating the two
bottom rows of the HoQ [12]. The calculation is performed by taking
into consideration the customers' prioritization of their own needs
and multiplying these values by the correlation values in the matrix.
The resulting values of the absolute and relative importance are a
valuable input to the product development process because they

express how (non-)significantly a particular engineering requirement
can fulfill the customers' requirements [26].

Iabs ERj
=
X

n

i=1

ICRCRi
⁎REMERjCRi

! "

ð1Þ

Irel ERj
=

Iabs ERj

P

n

j=1
Iabs ERj

jaN; 1 V j V 7ð Þ: ð2Þ

4.1.6. Step 6

Collect customers' perception of the fulfillment of each of the
product requirements (FuCr). This step is akin to asking: “How closely
does the product meet each of the requirements?” [13]. In other
words, customers' perception of fulfillment of the requirements
indicates their opinion of how closely the product meets their
requirements [12]. Much like the importance ratings, the fulfillment
is rated using a 5-point scale from 1 (not at all fulfilled) to 5
(completely fulfilled).

While the QFD approach has been widely applied (Chan and Wu
[10] classify over 650 QFD publications), the approach is not a panacea
that solves all design problems and allows the development of perfect
products. However, this approach does provide a systematic method
for transferring the needs of the customer into concrete product
design. While the influence and strength ratings require careful
interpretation, the HoQ is considered to be a powerful approach for
quality management [26].

4.2. Quality function deployment-based approach for reference models

While the original aim of QFD was to provide guidance on how to
design products that meet customer needs [14], this aim is abstract
enough and can be adapted to other domains [9]. Although a QFD-based
approach, as far as we are aware, has not been used in the past for the
purpose of managing and assessing the quality of conceptual models,
applications of it exist outside of the manufacturing domain that
demonstrate its flexibility in various situations. For example, QFD has
been shown to be a useful approach for decision processes on IT
investments [37], electronic marketplaces [35], and in software
engineering projects [32]. Such applications require that the original
QFD approach be adapted to fit the context of the situations. The

Fig. 2. The house of quality.

Fig. 3. A QFD-based approach for reference models.
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required adaptations are generally carried out by changing the focus of
the user requirements and engineering requirements. In order to adapt
the traditional QFD to the financial domain, Kim et al. [37] substitute
user requirements with the organization's critical success factors and
the engineering requirements with efficiency and flexibility factors in
relation to IT investment strategies. Similarly, Hopkins and Kehoe [35]
apply QFD to determine the quality of electronic marketplaces. They
achieve this application by considering the customer requirements of an
electronic marketplace as the QFD user requirements and considering
the electronic marketplace features as the QFD engineering require-
ments. Similarly, in our work, we consider the RM users to be the
customers, RM model characteristics to be the user requirements, RM
developers to be the engineers and the RM development process to be
the engineering requirements.

In the following, we present the adaptation of the QFD approach to
the domain of reference modelling (see Fig. 3). In the initial step, we
adapt selected HoQ elements to the field of RM. Accordingly, first, the
customer requirements are identified and we use the five RM
characteristics (see Section 2.2), which have been consolidated from
prior research, as the customer RM requirements. Then, the engineering
requirements are related to the various RM development phases (see
Section 2.1), which are also consolidated from prior research and further
enhanced. These phases lead to the creation of the final RM product,
with each phase consisting of a number of required activities (see
Section 2.1 and Appendix). The fulfillment of all activities within a single
development phase ensures that the development phase is complete.

Accordingly, the proportion of the actually performed activities
within a development phase to the set of all activities required within
a development phase provides a good indication of the degree of
phase completion.

The user assessment of the importance of and, later, fulfillment of
the RM characteristics follows the HoQ guidelines. Despite academic
literature largely treating the five RM characteristics as equally
important, we argue that organizations might be motivated to
prioritize the characteristics (user requirements) based on their
needs and their resource availability. Accordingly, the QFD-based
approach for RM allows organizations to communicate such prefer-
ences. The correlation matrix measures the impact of each develop-
ment phase on each of the five requirements. The {0–1–3–9}
weightings are assigned by the RM development project manager,
and later used to calculate the absolute and relative importance of
each phase on the set of all RM characteristics. These numbers indicate
the extent to which a certain development phase impacts the RM
characteristics and, thus, can be a valuable communication and
planning instrument for the RM developers and related stakeholders.

Having adapted parts of the QFD approach to the reference
modelling domain, we now can use the data to measure the overall
RM quality. The quality measure is represented by a quality ratio (Eq.
(3)) calculated based on user assessment of the importance of the
requirements (Irel) as well as the completeness of the development
phases (evidenced by the completed activities and as reported by the
RM development project manager).

RMQuality =
X

7

j=1

Performed Activitiesj⁎Irel:::Dev Phasej

! "

: ð3Þ

Unlike the customers' requirement fulfillment ratings, which
represent a subjective opinion of the quality of the model, the RM
quality measure provides an assessment based on the quality of the
development process and the user specified importance of the RM
characteristics. The ratio provides a single summary measure of the
model quality and allows an organization to compare competing RM.
Much like financial ratios, the quality ratio is limited in the way that it
reduces the level of detail to one single number [72]. Considering the
pros and cons of using the quality measurement, we calculate the ratio

as a means to provide a final outcome of the evaluation process that is
simple enough to assist in further improvement processes.

5. Artifact evaluation approach

This section presents the case study used to evaluate the developed
artifact and, thus, describes the case study company, the RM under
investigation, and the data collection stages.

5.1. Research setting

The initial evaluation of the proposed QFD-based artifact is carried
out in a real world setting through a case study at the organization
that approached us to develop the artifact. The research team was
approached by the German-based Central for Co-Organisation (CCG)
and asked to develop a quality management and measurement
instrument for CCG's RM development projects. The CCG was founded
in 1974 by a German industry consortium and functions as the
service and competence centre for cross-company business processes
in the German consumer industry (i.e. the organization has
substantial expertise and knowledge in RM development). The aim
of the organization is to simplify business processes by integrating the
flow of information in supply chains into the flow of goods. CCG is
internationally active and aware of global process standardization
activities. Accordingly, we consider it a good candidate for evaluating
the QFD-based approach since the organization's focus is not limited
to Germany and hence, allows for some generalization of results. For
example, the CCG participated in the European Article Number (EAN)
organization on the development of the EANCOM standard, which is
used worldwide to optimize the electronic exchange of business
information [17]. The CCG develops standards that have legal validity
and thus, already commits to a high quality development process. It is
an accredited body responsible for, among others, the “Data and
Movement of Goods in the Consumer Industry” committee within the
German International Organization for Standardization (ISO).

Together with the CCG, we selected a new project that focused on
developing an Information Flow Logistic RM, which describes the
supply chain processes in the consumer industry and specifically
prescribes the integration of logistic service providers into the supply
chain. The project was led by the Efficient Consumer Response initiative,
which is an association of European logistic-related companies
(German, Austrian, and Swiss) and chaired by the CCG. The developed
RM is a textual description of logistic processes, supported by flow
charts and enriched by XML code to ensure the integration into the IT
landscape of the companies. It describes modules that define the
responsibilities between the industry, the retailers and the service
providers. The three basic modules are purchase order processing,
transport activities, and warehouse activities. The combination of
these modules creates numerous advanced supply processes.

Following the development of the Information Flow Logistic RM
with the use of the QFD-based approach, the RM was implemented by
a number of CCG customers. These customers were from the European
consumer goods industry; retailers, and logistic providers in Germany,
Austria, and Switzerland, e.g. Nestle Deutschland AG and the Milupa
GmbH [66].

5.2. Data collection

The research team was involved throughout the development
process. The evaluation of the QFD-based approach required collection
of data from the Information Flow Logistic RM users and from the RM
developers as well. This data collection incorporated interviews,
questionnaires, and the examination of secondary company data and
RM development documents. The time frame for the data collection
was as follows. The research team was approached by the CCG in
January 2004 and observed the model development process from
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February 2004 until April 2004. CCG customers implemented the In-

formation Flow Logistic RM in early 2005. The final interviews with the
RM users were not carried out until December 2006, providing
adequate time for the users to develop opinions about fulfillment of
the required RM characteristics and a reliable perception, based on
their experience with the RM, of the overall RM quality.

5.3. Collection of data from model users

The CCG met with the participating organizations of the Efficient

Consumer Response initiative (future Information Flow Logistic RM
users) twice a year to discuss the development of the Information Flow

Logistic RM. The research team attended one of these meetings
(March, 2004) and introduced the QFD-based approach. At this time
the prioritization of RM characteristics was collected from the users
via a questionnaire. A glossary of RM characteristics was provided to
the users to increase the consistency and validity of responses. The
same group of users implemented the RM after its launch in 2005 and
was contacted again in December 2006 to share their experiences. To
this end, we again distributed to the model users a questionnaire and a
glossary providing definitions of the requirements1. We then
conducted follow-up interviews to gain a deeper understanding and
further feedback from the users.

The questionnaire measured the degree of fulfillment of RM
characteristics on a 7-point Likert scale. In addition, the overall
perception of quality of the RM was captured and users were asked to
provide justifications for their overall quality assessment. The ques-
tionnaire was then followed up by interviews that further probed the
reasons for the users' assessment of the degree of RM characteristics
fulfillment and the reason for their overall assessment of the RM quality.

The overall assessment of the RM quality was an important aspect of
data collection in this evaluation, since it allowed us to then compare the
RM quality measure calculated by QFD-based approach with the RM
quality perceptions of users who have had the opportunity to interact
with the developed RM over an extended period of time. In other words,
it was a critical component that allowed us to judge the accuracy of the
QFD-based approach quality measure.

We received data from four companies (see Table 3), each
represented by their company representative. These representatives
were responsible for the introduction, implementation, and the
compliance of the RM within their respective organizations, hence,
were the best candidates to answer questions relating to RM quality
and RM characteristics.

5.4. Collection of data from model developers

The research team had access to the Efficient Consumer Response

group and their RM developers for the purposes of this project. The
CCG and Efficient Consumer Response welcomed the involvement of
the research team; hence, we do not foresee issues with collection of
false data from the team or its team leader. We interviewed the team
leader, as the representative of the RM development team, using a
semi-structured interview in order to gain feedback on the RM
development phases. The interview protocol was based on the RM

development phases, as derived from previous research. The inter-
viewer also used secondary data from company's brochures, white
papers, customer information materials, and company's website.
Thus, we ensured the consideration of such materials when asking
the team leader to articulate and justify the impact of each
development phase on the RM characteristics, and, further, also
assess which development activities (please see Appendix) were
undertaken within the development phases.

The semi-structured interview protocol consisted of two parts.
The first part investigated the influence of each development phase
of the five customer requirements. The team leader was asked to indicate
the extent to which each development phase affects user requirements
(using the HoQ {0–1–3–9} classification). To increase the developer's
understanding of the meaning of the RM characteristics, a glossary of
terms was provided. The result of the first step was the complete rela-
tionship matrix.

The second part of the interview focused on capturing information
about the activities that make up each of the RM development phases. For
each activity in the seven development phases, we discussed with the
team leader, and also an additional member of the team, which activities
were carried out. The agreement on the carried out activities was only
recorded when both the team leader and team member indicated in their
discussion that the activity was performed and what the activity involved.

Based on the data collected from the RM users and the RM developers,
we are now able to demonstrate the application of the QFD-based
approach, and also evaluate its RM quality measurement potential.

6. Evaluation of the QFD-based approach for reference models

The determination of the Information Flow Logistic RM quality,
using the QFD-based approach, delivers a quality ratio based on the
quality of development phases and prioritization of RM character-
istics. This measure can then be compared to the users' perception of
RM quality, which is established after the users have time to interact
with the RM, in order to evaluate the usefulness of the quality
measurement provided by QFD-based approach.

In this section, we describe the steps required to calculate the RM
quality measure. Based on the data collected throughout the evalua-
tion case study, we also provide explanations for reasons why users
assess the importance and the degree of fulfillment of RM character-
istics at a relatively high level. Further, based on such data, we also
find that RM developers can influence the degree of fulfillment,
particularly within the construction and design phases of RM
development.

6.1. User perspectives on reference model characteristics

The users assessed the importance of the RM characteristics and,
later, their degree of fulfillment (see Figs. 4 and 5). Overall, each of the
five characteristics appears to be important to the RM users. Although
the importance ratings are grouped around the values of 6 (on a scale
of 7), the completeness RM characteristic seems to be less important.
The developed RM model contains process recommendations for an
entire industry; hence, it provides a large degree of generality but does
not include specific logistic processes for a single organization. It
became apparent in the study that the users considered a complete
RM to be difficult to understand because they believed that it would
be overloaded and, in certain parts, not relevant. The users agreed that
understandability is the most important RM characteristic (impor-
tance rating of 7) because it governs the use and implementation of
the model in the organization. It also shows that, without under-
standing, it would be impossible for users to assess the RM. RM that
are too difficult to understand are unlikely to be implemented. Hence,
understandability is an early and important criterion for RM success in
an organization, because without RM implementation the model
cannot provide its benefits.1 Questionnaire is available from the authors on request.

Table 3

Descriptive statistics for the model users.

Model user Department Industry Headquarters

A Sales management Logistic provider Austria
B IT integration Logistic provider Germany
C IT — Division Electronic

DataExChange
Consumer industry Germany

D Business development Logistic provider Germany
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Besides being complete and understandable, an RM should also be
flexible and usable — both requirements are important for the user
because flexibility and usability allow integration of the RM into the
organization. The users consider the RM to be a recommendation
based on which processes still can be designed flexibly. The generality

of the model was also important to the users. They recognize that a
lack of generality might impact the ability to reuse the model.

After implementation of the RM, and after an extended period of
use, the users evaluated all requirements on a high fulfillment level.
Consequently, the users perceived the RM as being beneficial for their
organization and also being of high quality. The generality (with a
value of 5.75) and completeness characteristics (5.75) were found to
be assessed 0.5 points lower than the other three characteristics
(6.26). Follow-up interviews revealed that the difference appears to
exist because generality and completeness are to some extent mutually
exclusive (see Section 2.2) and neither can be fulfilled when the other
is. Therefore, users evaluate both with a slightly lower rating.

6.2. Developer perspectives on development phases

The developer perspective is the developer's reflection on the steps
taken to develop the RM. Each phase in the seven-phase development
process may have a different level of influence on RM characteristics.
In addition, each development phase is characterized by a finite
number of activities, the fulfillment of which reflects the extent to
which the developers completed each of the development phases.
Table 4 compares the calculated relative importance of each devel-
opment phase and the extent of activities conducted in each of the
development phases.

The data shows that the construction and design phase has the
highest perceived influence on all RM characteristics, followed by the
problem definition phase. The lowest perceived influence on the

characteristics is exhibited by the phases of setting conventions and
rules and evaluation. Not surprisingly, the design and construction
phase exerts the most influence because this is the phase in which the
RM emerges. The developers reached an activity rating of 0.8 for this
phase because they did not consider competing RM and included only
organization-owned RM. This decision was motivated by the need to
keep the RM neutral and open. The missing framework orientation is
another weakness in this phase, however, the collaboration among the
developers, users, and experts ensured that a high level of activities
was fulfilled. In the first phase, the developers achieved only an
average activity level of 0.67 because the description of views on the
target market did not take place. However, the developers included in
the definition phase the identification of the target group, the
definition of the project goals, and the achievement of consensus
among the participants. The documentation of the development
process was comprehensive and included information about project
meetings and outcomes, the various versions of the RM, and changes of
the model during development. Therefore, the activity level in this
phase was ranked at 1.0, hence, the phase is considered to be fully
completed.

In contrast, the phase of information gathering achieved the lowest
assessment level because activities such as surveys with broader user
involvement, use of academic literature, etc., were not carried out.

6.3. Development of the quality function deployment-based matrix

Fig. 5 presents the HoQ adaptation with correlations, RM
characteristic prioritization, and RM characteristics fulfillment
assessments.

The data shows that RM characteristics of generality and comple-

teness can be influenced by the first three development phases. The
completeness of the RM, in particular, is achieved in these three

Fig. 4. Comparison between importance and fulfillment of the user requirements.

Fig. 5. QFD-based approach for the reference model information flow logistic.
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development phases and the developers do not expect that later
phases can enhance fulfillment of this requirement. In contrast,
generality can also be impacted during the construction phase because
elements and processes that are too detailed can be left out.

The most important (as specified by the users) RM characteristic,
the understandability of the RM, is affected by latter development
phases as well as problem definition. Reaching agreement among the
users about the RM goals, processes covered, and target market in
the first development phase supports the ease of understanding of
the RM. The guidelines for the development, the documentation
and the modeling mainly influence how the RM customers under-
stand the model.

6.4. Determination of the quality of the RM

During the second round of questionnaires and interviews, the four
organizations who implemented the RM, following its development,
were asked to estimate (on a scale of 1–7) the overall quality of the
RM and further provide a justification for this estimate (this additional
step was used to encourage critical reflection rather than a quick
assessment). Two of the four organizations (A and D in Table 4)
perceived the RM quality as very good (6), and two organizations
(B and C in Table 4) perceived the quality as good (5). With these
perceived quality assessments we calculated an estimated overall
quality of 78.57% [(2⁎6+2⁎5)/(4⁎7)].

The QFD-based approach, on the other hand, calculates the quality
ratio for the RM “Information Flow Logistic” to be 0.7533 (Eq. (3),
Section 4.2). This quality measurement corresponds with a quality
level of 75.33%. Hence, the difference between the quality measure-
ment by the QFD-based approach and the quality perception by the
users is only 3.24%. While more case studies are required in order to
create a large data set of consistent relationships between the mea-
sured quality and the perceived quality, the initial evaluation case
study points to a reliable and accurate measurement instrument.

6.5. Comparing the quality of reference models

While we show that the outcome of the QFD-based measures
correlates with the users' estimations, due to lack of other data we
cannot determine the quality of the RM in comparison to other
models. This assessment requires the existence of a benchmark. In the
absence of this benchmark we can, however, perform simulations of
RM quality. RM quality depends on the degree of the activities carried
out in the development phases by the developers. In RM development
projects these activities can vary based on which activities are
conducted. We perform the simulation using Crystal Ball 7 Professional

Edition (by Decisioneering, Denver, CO). Running a brute-force
simulation that calculates the RM quality within 10,000 trials
indicates that the RM quality can be generally expected to be between
0.2307 and 0.8694 when different levels of activities are considered. In
our simulation an RM can never achieve a quality of 1.00 because,
while the performed activities are varied, the values of the second
factor in the multiplication (importance of the phases) are not at their
optimum. In the simulation, the mean quality is 0.5845, which
indicates that the RM quality (0.7533) for Information Flow Logistic is
relatively high in relation to this benchmark.

The sensitivity chart in Fig. 6 shows the extent to which each phase
can impact the RM quality and, thus, which phase drives the
uncertainty in the forecast for the RM quality. Consistent with our
findings from the case study, the construction and design phase has
the biggest impact and emphasizes the need to carry out all activities
in this development phase. The evaluation and setting conventions
and rules phases have a lesser impact and the development activities
contribute only partly to the overall RM quality.

7. Conclusions

This study is the first to recognize the usefulness of a QFD-based
approach for conceptual models, in particular RM. The study provides
three main contributions. First, the proposed QFD-based approach
incorporates the voice of the RM users and presents a compressed
measure for the quality of such models as well as a means for the
management of quality RM development. Thus, it allows for better
communication between the users and the developers, an easier
means of comparing quality of different RM versions, as well as
development of higher quality RM. Second, our research consolidates
disparate literature on RM characteristics and identifies five required
characteristics of such models, viz. generality, flexibility, usability,
completeness, and understandability. Third, our research contributes
to the creation of a cumulative tradition in RM development. We

Table 4

Importance of the development phases and the activities.

Development phases Relative importance Activity fulfillment {0…1}

Problem definition 18.94% 0.67
Requirement analysis 15.16% 0.75
Information gathering 13.98% 0.50
Setting conventions and rules 7.94% 0.80
Documentation 12.45% 1.00
Construction and design 23.00% 0.80
Evaluation 8.53% 0.83

Fig. 6. Variation of the degree of development activities.
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consolidate guidelines for RM development from various works into a
seven-phase development approach, in which each phase is char-
acterized by different activities that need to be carried out in order for
the phase to be successfully completed.

In this paper, we also present the initial evaluation of the proposed
QFD-based artifact in one in-depth case study. Through the empirical
component of this study, we are able to not only show the accuracy of
the measurement instrument, but also discuss the user and developer
assessments of different aspects of the RM development. Moreover,
due to lack of data at this stage, we run a simulation to determine
benchmarks for RM quality and compare the chosen RM to these
values.

We see our work as relevant to the research and practice com-
munities. The contributions are two-fold. First, through the innovative
adaptation of the QFD approach, hence, adding to the QFD body of
research. Second, through the consolidation of existing English and
German literature on RM characteristics and development approaches,
and the development of the measurement instrument that incor-
porates both these factors. The contribution to industry is also twofold.
First, for users, the QFD-based approach is an instrument that enables
easy comparison of quality of RM versions, and, hence, helps guide the
RM selection and revision process. Second, the identification of how to
develop RM may assist development organizations in increasing the
maturity of their work, consequently, positively influencing the quality
of the RM they develop. Finally, the activities defined in the various
development phases can guide the developers in the development
phases and hence, contribute to the overall RM quality.

The limitations of the study are related to data collection and
analysis. While every effort was taken to eliminate bias, it is possible
that the focus on organizations from one region and from one industry
is a source of bias. Also, the data collection carried out by the research
team with the developer organization may have been influenced by
the researchers' background. One might perceive the subjectivity of
the QFD-based approach as another limitation because non-objective
measures are used to determine the quality.

Future research can proceed in a number of directions. The QFD-
based approach is a Design Science artifact that should be applied in
further case studies to evaluate its usefulness. Further research can
also focus on the application of the instrument for in-depth longitu-
dinal case studies. Also, while the QFD-based approach assesses the
quality of an RM developed for German speaking organizations of the
consumer goods industry, it would be interesting to see the differ-
ences of the user importance and fulfillment assessments in other
industries and regions with the same RM.
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Appendix

Development phases and phase activities.

Development phase Activity in each of the development phases

Problem definition 1.1 Identify boundary of the relevant scope
1.2 Describe the target market
1.3 Determine RM users
1.4 Achieve consensus on the participants
1.5 Define the purpose of the project and model
1.6 Identify the target process

(continued)

Development phase Activity in each of the development phases

Requirement
analysis

2.1 Determine alternatives
2.2 Analyse for suitable modelling techniques
2.3 Select the level of detail
2.4 Analyse visualization preferences
2.5 Investigate the market for existing models for the domain
2.6 Industry analysis (trends and developments)
2.7 Analysis of suitable technologies (e.g. XML)
2.8 Effort estimation

Information
gathering

3.1 Interview domain experts and users
3.2 Use of published materials
3.3 Use of research publications
3.4 Conduct a survey with potential RM customers
3.5 Consider existing processes or reference models
3.6 Identify further sources of information and their quality

Setting conventions
and rules

4.1 Develop a glossary
4.2 Define name conventions for the RM components
4.3 Define conventions for the working environment (e.g.

systems and available resources)
4.4 Select a modelling technique
4.5 Carry out a detailed specification of the layout

Documentation 5.1 Document the subjective problems of the parties
(participants)

5.2 Document the agreement process and reached consensus
5.3 Document the development steps
5.4 Document the modelling and configuration options

Construction and
design

6.1 Ensure adherence to a framework and modeling from top
down

6.2 Ensure intensive exchange between model developers
6.3 Ensure use of existing RM
6.4 Consider interlinks/interconnections with other models
6.5 Follow the set conventions

Evaluation 7.1 Continually evaluate the construction
7.2 Perform a final internal evaluation by developer
7.3 Carry out RM user evaluation
7.4 Evaluate graphical attributes (e.g., user understanding of

constructs)
7.5 Ensure continual RM improvement (with close contacts to

model users)
7.6 Update the RM in line with emerging technologies
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